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Executive Summary 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the most important technologies in the world today. The United States 

and China compete for dominance in its development (Lee, 2018). CEOs believe it will significantly change 

the way they do business (Rao et al., 2019). And it has helped companies such as Facebook, Google, and 

Apple to become among the largest in the world. 

But how will this technology affect work in the future? Will it lead to a permanent underclass of people 

who are no longer employable because their jobs are being done by computers? Will superintelligent 

computers someday take over the world, finding little use for the humans who created them? Or will 

robotic servants usher in a golden age of human leisure and prosperity? 

In this report, we conclude that recent fears about AI leading to mass unemployment are unlikely to be 

realized. Instead, we believe that—like all previous labor-saving technologies—AI will enable new 

industries to emerge, creating more new jobs than are lost to the technology. But we see a significant need 

for governments and other parts of society to help smooth this transition, especially for the individuals 

whose old jobs are disrupted and who cannot easily find new ones.  

In addition, even though AI is advancing rapidly, we believe that we are at least many decades away 

from the day when computers have complete, human-level artificial intelligence. For the foreseeable 

future, therefore, the most promising uses of AI will not involve computers replacing people, but rather, 

people and computers working together—as “superminds”—to do both cognitive and physical tasks that 

could not be done before. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Specifically, we recommend the following actions for the following key stakeholders, which range from 

schools to businesses and government. In some instances, we call for stakeholders to provide direct 

assistance to people whose work life is disrupted by AI. In other cases, we call for stakeholders to pay for 

services delivered by other entities. 

– K-12 schools, colleges, and universities 

• Ensure that every high school has a computer science teacher with appropriate subject training. 

• Enhance secondary-school programs by expanding current computer literacy curricula to include 

computational thinking. 

• Build community college programs that include reskilling tracks and online micro-degree offerings 

matched to the needs of local employers. Offerings should include apprenticeships that provide 

on-the-job training. 

• Expand post-secondary-school enrollment—through traditional, online, and hybrid programs—to 

better educate the population as a whole, enhancing not only general cognitive skills but also 

social skills. 

– Businesses 

• Focus on applying AI to work with people in achieving new or better outcomes—rather than to 

replace people.  

• Offer training for employees whose positions will be eliminated or transformed by AI to prepare 

them for other jobs.  

• Provide appropriate continuing education to decision-makers, developers, and users of AI; this 

should include training in testing and evaluation practices. 

• Create nontraditional training initiatives focused on enhancing the skills of partners and customers.  

– Worker organizations 

• To meet the needs of an increasingly dynamic world of work, current worker organizations (such as 

labor unions and professional associations) or new ones (perhaps called “guilds”)  should expand 

their roles to provide benefits previously tied to formal employment (such as insurance and 

pensions, career development, social connections, a sense of identity, and income security).  

– Community organizations 

• Use strong local ties and deep understanding of the nature of the specific challenges faced by 

community members to help workers deal with disruptions caused by AI.  

• Provide aggressive communication programs that inform displaced workers about their reskilling 

and placement opportunities, endeavoring to inspire them to imagine new career pathways. 
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– Government 

• Increase federal and state government investment in post-secondary education and 

reskilling/training programs to make the American workforce once again the best educated in the 

world. 

• Reshape the legal and regulatory framework that governs work to encourage job creation and to 

adapt to other disruptions created by AI.  

 

What Is Artificial Intelligence? 

There are many ways to define AI, but one simple definition is “intelligence demonstrated by machines” 

(Wikipedia, 2020). A leading textbook in the field defines it more precisely as machines thinking and/or 

acting humanly and/or rationally (Russell and Norvig, 2020).  

In general, the field of artificial intelligence seeks to advance the science and engineering of intelligence, 

with the goal of creating machines with human-like characteristics. This includes developing machines with a 

wide range of human-inspired capabilities, including communication, perception, planning, reasoning, 

knowledge representation, the ability to move and manipulate objects, and learning. AI approaches 

problems using tools and techniques from a wide variety of other fields, including probability and statistics, 

symbolic computation, search and optimization, game theory, information engineering, mathematics, 

psychology, linguistics, and philosophy.  

BRIEF HISTORY OF AI 

Artificial intelligence traces its beginnings to Alan Turing, who in a 1950 paper imagined a machine that 

could communicate—via an exchange of typed messages—so capably that people conversing with it 

could not tell whether they were interacting with a machine or another person (Turing 1950). The term 

artificial intelligence was coined in mid-1955, in a proposal by a group of computer scientists, including 

Marvin Minsky of MIT, to hold a workshop at Dartmouth College the following summer. The goal of the 

envisioned workshop was “to find how to make machines use language, form abstractions and concepts, 

solve kinds of problems now reserved for humans, and improve themselves” (McCarthy et al., 1955). The 

workshop was held between June and August 1956; many consider the event to mark the birth of the field 

of AI. 

In the years following that seminal workshop, labs were established at MIT, Stanford, and Carnegie Mellon 

to pursue research in AI. Other labs soon followed. Some took highly focused, narrow approaches. MIT’s 

Minsky, in contrast, advocated combining a broad, multifaceted range of methods—an approach outlined 

in his influential 1961 paper “Steps Toward Artificial Intelligence” (Minsky, 1961). MIT’s Patrick Winston 
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nicely characterized the contributions of two of the pioneers of the field of AI: “Turing told us that we could 

do this … Minsky told us what to do” (MIT Sloan and CSAIL, 2017, Module 1). 

The next several decades saw a broad range of advances in AI. The first wave of breakthroughs relied on 

such approaches as dividing complex problems into sets of small, constituent tasks that machines could do 

(Slagle, 1961). A later wave involved encoding specialized human expertise into rules for the machine to 

follow (Buchanan and Shortliffe, 1984).  

By the mid-1980s, however, advances slowed, and the field experienced what came to be called the “AI 

winter.” Some new discoveries occurred over the next few decades, but the field’s previously confident 

projections that rapid progress would continue were not realized.  

Progress in the field has since accelerated, notably over the past decade or so. This has been enabled by 

the convergence of advances in three areas: the explosion of data, ever-increasing computing power, and 

new algorithms (especially algorithms called “neural networks” and “deep learning”). Together, these 

advances have created a technological tidal wave. The first sign appeared in 2011, when IBM’s Watson 

program beat the best human players of the TV game show Jeopardy. Other advances followed in quick 

succession. In 2015, for example, Google’s AlphaGo beat a grand master of the game of Go, and in 

2017, AlphaGo beat the number one–ranked human player of the game, a feat that had previously been 

considered impossible, since Go is far more complex than chess.  

SPECIALIZED VS. GENERAL INTELLIGENCE 

Many people don’t realize that even the most advanced examples of AI today involve machines that can 

only perform very specific tasks. This specialized AI, sometimes called narrow or weak AI, is only able to 

tackle a limited number of problems within a narrow scope. Examples include Google’s AlphaGo, IBM’s 

Watson, and numerous speech transcription programs.  

Narrow AI systems solve problems by working in predefined ways, and they often rely on complex pattern 

recognition. Typically, they look at vast amounts of data, extract patterns, make predictions, and act 

based on those predictions. To play Go, for example, the computer can study every game ever recorded 

and model the likely outcome of every possible move. Narrow AI solutions exist for a wide range of 

specific problems and can do a lot to improve efficiency and productivity in the work world. For example, 

in addition to the version of IBM’s Watson system that plays Jeopardy!, a substantially different version of 

the system can help doctors make better decisions.  

Specialized intelligence can be contrasted with general intelligence, which humans possess: the ability to 

undertake a wide variety of tasks in a broad range of settings (Malone, 2018, 24; Russell & Norvig, 

2020). A long-term objective of the AI field is to develop systems that can exhibit artificial general 

intelligence (AGI, also called strong AI). A recent step toward AGI was taken by OpenAI in 2020, with the 
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introduction of the Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT-3), a natural language model capable of 

performing a wide range of tasks for which it was not explicitly trained (Bussler, 2020). But, as we’ll 

explain below, predictions that general AI is just around the corner should be regarded with caution.  

FIELDS WITHIN AI 

AI systems aim to perform complex, problem-solving tasks in a way that is similar to what humans do to 

solve problems. Efforts include developing and implementing algorithms for playing games, planning and 

executing movement in space, representing knowledge and reasoning, making decisions, adapting actions, 

perceiving the world, communicating using natural languages, and learning. Below we summarize the 

objectives of four subfields of AI with recent advances that impact the workforce (for more on AI and its 

subfields, see Russell and Norvig, 2020):  

– Machine learning 

– Robotics 

– Computer vision 

– Natural language processing 

Machine learning 

Arguably the most difficult work in computing is telling the machines, in painstaking detail, exactly what 

they need to do. This is usually done by professional programmers who write software programs with 

these very detailed instructions.   

Machine learning is an alternative, very powerful approach. With machine learning, human programmers 

don’t need to write detailed instructions for solving every different kind of problem. Instead, they can write 

very general programs with instructions that enable machines to learn from experience, often by analyzing 

large amounts of data.  

More specifically, machine learning refers to a process that starts with a body of data and then tries to 

derive rules or procedures to explain the data or predict future data. The function of a machine learning 

system can be descriptive, meaning that the system uses the data to explain what happened; predictive, 

meaning the system uses the data to predict what will happen; or prescriptive, meaning the system will use 

the data to make suggestions about what action to take.  

The output of a machine learning system is a model that can be thought of as an algorithm for future 

computations. The more data the system is presented with, the more refined the model. The quality of the 

learned model is also dependent on the quality of the data used to train it. If the data is biased, the 

output of the model will also be biased.  
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Currently, much research effort is focused on getting robust and trustworthy behavior from machine 

learning systems. Some of today’s greatest successes in the field are due to a technique called “deep 

learning.” Deep learning uses data—often millions of human-labeled examples—to determine the weight 

(or strength of connection) for each link in special kinds of many-layered “neural networks.” These weights 

are adjusted mathematically so that when the network is presented with new inputs, it will produce the 

correct outputs. For example, in an image recognition system, some layers of the neural network may be 

designed to detect individual features of a face, such as eyes, nose, or mouth. Another layer then detects 

whether these features appear in an arrangement that means they are part of a face (Antonio Torralba in 

MIT Sloan and CSAIL 2019, Module 1).  

Three important categories of machine learning are (a) supervised learning, where manually labeled data 

is used to train the system, (b) unsupervised learning, where the system is able to use naturally occurring 

data without any specially added labels, and (c) reinforcement learning, where the objective is to train a 

system to take the best action by establishing a reward system (e.g., programming the system to maximize 

points and then rewarding points for optimizing a task). Drawing on these and other techniques, machine 

learning has been used to create a wide range of successful applications in most industries where data can 

be collected and labeled, including many areas of scientific discovery.  

For example, PathAI is a young company that combines data from a variety of sources to diagnose 

diseases and identify appropriate therapies. The primary data inputs are images from diagnostic tests, 

details on the treatment protocols that patients underwent, and the outcomes of treatment. Using these 

inputs, PathAI’s machine learning system makes predictions about which treatments will be best for future 

patients and what kind of drugs pharmaceutical companies could develop to address the disease being 

treated (Andrew Beck in MIT Sloan and CSAIL, 2019).  

In another application, a large bank took a sample of data from its credit card customers and used a 

machine learning system to discern which variables could predict payment delinquencies. Banks 

traditionally use credit scores to make this prediction. But the machine learning system found that another 

variable—an interruption in direct deposits to a customer’s checking account—was far more predictive of 

delinquencies (Andrew Lo in MIT Sloan and CSAIL 2019, Modules 1 and 5). 

Natural language processing 

Since very early in their development, computers have been able to understand highly structured computer 

programming languages (such as today’s C, Python, and Java) and commands such as those used in 

spreadsheets. But humans typically don’t use these highly structured languages; they use “natural 

languages” like English, Spanish, and Chinese. And it is surprisingly difficult to get computers to understand 

and generate these unrestricted, natural human languages with anything like the facility of a normal, 
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human five-year-old. The area of AI focused on understanding and generating these human languages is 

called “natural language processing.” 

Natural language processing (NLP) includes automatic text parsing and understanding, speech recognition, 

machine translation between human languages, text generation, text summarization, and question 

answering.  

NLP’s roots go back to the 1950s, to Alan Turing’s paper (Turing, 1950), which proposed a task centered 

on automatic text generation and interpretation as a criterion for intelligence: the Turing test. Since then, 

the NLP research community has proposed many algorithms and systems for understanding human 

language that address syntactic and semantic aspects of speech and written language and use techniques 

from statistics, symbolic reasoning, signal processing, and machine learning.  

The availability of large bodies of text (such as are available on the Web) has made it possible for NLP 

to benefit from the most recent advances in machine learning, leading to unprecedented performance for 

NLP tasks in a wide range of applications. For example, Microsoft’s speech recognition system has reduced 

its error rate to 5.1 percent, matching the error rate of multiple human transcribers in a widely recognized 

accuracy test (Xiong et al., 2018). Google Translate has made it possible to instantaneously translate text 

for scientists, financial analysts, and anyone else who needs information written in a foreign language. NLP 

is impacting many fields, including medicine, finance, and education. One of the most promising 

applications of NLP is in the creation of chatbots, software applications capable of conducting online 

conversations with people in specific domains.  

Another major application of natural language processing that has emerged over the past decade is its 

use by attorneys to speed the process of pretrial discovery and to aid contract management during 

premerger due diligence. Before, junior associates at law firms had to pore over hundreds, even thousands 

of documents, to find ones that were relevant. NLP software can now analyze scanned versions of the 

documents and assign a probability to each as to whether it is relevant to the case at hand or not. An 

attorney will further screen a document when the software cannot definitively ascertain relevance (Remus 

and Levy, 2017).  

Other NLP systems are used in call centers, where they are employed to translate words spoken by 

customers over the phone line into written text. This text gets parsed by the NLP tool to ascertain the nature 

of the customer’s request and in many cases to deliver a standardized response, either via a recording or 

through a call center worker, who reads it off a monitor. More complex requests, for which a standardized 

response isn’t appropriate, get referred to human customer service agents (Frank Levy in MIT Sloan and 

CSAIL 2017, Module 3).  
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Robotics 

Robotics is the study of robots, machines that move and act independently in the physical world with the 

purpose of automating physical tasks like those done by humans. Robots are programmable mechanical 

devices that can exert physical force in the world; they take input from sensors, reason internally about the 

input to determine actions, and then execute those actions.  

Researchers in the field of robotics work to develop the science and engineering of autonomous physical 

action by designing novel machines capable of interacting with the physical world in an intelligent and 

controlled way. Tasks include developing robot locomotion and robot manipulation, designing multi-robot 

systems, and facilitating human-robot interaction. The work requires both novel designs for the physical 

robots and new algorithms for perception, planning, reasoning, learning, and control.  

Robotics has transformed industrial manufacturing and proved helpful in many other applications that have 

dull, repetitive, dangerous, and dirty tasks. Early deployments of industrial robots date to the 1960s and 

were successful because the robots operated under very precise conditions, in environments that did not 

change. Today, through hardware, algorithmic, and software advancements, robots are becoming 

increasingly more adaptive to operating in unfamiliar and human-centered environments.  

Thanks to such advances, robotics is enabling powerful solutions in many fields, including manufacturing, 

transportation, agriculture, defense, medicine, environmental monitoring, and in-home activities. A 

particularly promising area of robotic application is autonomous transportation, including both the robotic 

taxi systems currently pursued by many companies, along with self-driving mobile systems such as trucks, 

boats, agricultural equipment, golf carts, delivery vehicles, and wheelchairs. Robotics is also contributing to 

scientific discovery by traveling to places humans cannot go, including outer space, deep oceans, and the 

interior of active volcanos.  

By now, most people are used to seeing robots work in manufacturing plants; they’re even familiar with 

driverless cars. Another application that has had significant impact in recent years is the use of robots in 

warehouses. For example, the robots built by Kiva Systems, a company acquired by Amazon, have 

transformed warehouse processes.  

Each Kiva robot is a small box on wheels, a bit over a foot tall and 2-by-2½-feet wide. When a customer 

buys something from Amazon, the robot retrieves the ordered item from a moveable pod. The robot drives 

under the pod, lifts it, and delivers it to the worker responsible for boxing up the order. Once the worker 

has removed the item from the pod, the robot returns the pod to its appropriate location.  

Human workers used to have to move through the aisles of Amazon’s warehouses to get the items they 

needed to complete an order. Now the robots do the moving. And items no longer need to be stored in a 
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fixed location; items projected to be in high demand can be kept closer to the workers, with other items 

farther away, thus minimizing travel time for the robots (Mountz, 2011).  

Computer vision 

Automating tasks done by the human visual system is the goal of computer vision. Developing computers 

that can understand the physical world based on visual information such as images and video streams 

involves developing algorithms for capabilities such as object recognition, scene reconstruction, 3D-scene 

modeling, vison-based robot control, motion analysis, and image restoration.  

Computer vision algorithms take input from single images or from sequences of images, and endeavor to 

extract, analyze, and understand the salient information in a task-specific way. Computer vision has seen 

significant advancements thanks to the creation of an open-source repository of millions of labeled images, 

ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009), which opened the door to using machine learning for object recognition and 

other visual tasks. Computer vision, powered by machine learning, is providing powerful solutions to 

applications that necessitate object recognition, including automatic inspection for manufacturing; map-

making, localization, and place recognition for autonomous driving; detecting events for visual surveillance; 

and information extraction for medical diagnosis.  

For example, the startup Tellus Labs uses computer vision to analyze satellite images and make predictions 

about crop yields or the movement of oil tankers and ocean shipping. Its customers include commodity 

traders. 

 

What Is Today’s AI Frontier? 

Despite major recent advances, artificial intelligence is nowhere close to matching the breadth and depth 

of perception, reasoning, communication, and creativity of people. AI systems remain quite limited in their 

ability to reason, make decisions, or interact reliably with people and objects in the physical world. And 

they usually can’t act creatively or put together unfamiliar combinations of ideas. They also typically lack 

social intelligence—though researchers at MIT, including Rosalind Picard and Cynthia Breazeal, are 

working to build systems that can read human emotion and even mirror it back (see, for example, Picard, 

1997).  

Current limitations hold AI back from outthinking and outdoing humanity in many domains, and this means 

that there are significant constraints on how much and in what ways machines will be able to displace 

workers on the job today.  
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Other challenges associated with AI stem from some of the qualities inherent to today’s systems: they need 

to be trained with very large data sets; they can be brittle (which means they can fail due to small 

changes in their inputs); they require massive amounts of computing power; and they are not able to 

explain how they reach their decisions (in large part because they cannot reason like people). Researchers 

are working to address these shortcomings, but solutions will not arrive overnight.  

Data availability 

Deep learning systems are often trained using vast amounts of data. This is why companies sometimes refer 

to data as “the new oil.” But data typically needs to be manually labeled, which can time-consuming and 

expensive (Metz, 2019). When the data has bias, the system propagates that bias. And poor-quality 

training data results in poor system performance. The AI community is currently developing new 

approaches to reduce training needs and assess data quality.  

Robustness 

Deep learning systems achieve impressive performance, but their predictions can be brittle (Marcus, 2018). 

That means that errors can result from carefully constructed but indiscernible perturbations to input data. 

These carefully constructed examples are sometimes referred to as adversarial examples, because they 

are specifically created to “fool” the deep learning systems. Among other things, this means that criminals 

or others could use such examples to gain control of the predictions. And even benign noise can trigger 

errors. Consider the two images of dogs in Figure 1. The right image is obtained by slightly perturbing the 

one on the left with additional pixels in the middle. Those small changes are enough to trick the system into 

incorrectly identifying the righthand picture as an ostrich (Szegedy et al., 2014) 

Figure 1: Lack of Robustness in Image Recognition 

 

   Dog Image Perturbation Ostrich 
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Because of their lack of robustness, many deep neural nets work merely “most of the time,” which is not 

acceptable in critical applications. Lack of robustness can also reduce trust, since users cannot be assured 

their system is delivering correct answers. The AI community is developing new training methods and data 

sensitization techniques to significantly reduce or even eliminate this kind of brittleness.  

Computational load 

Recent advances in computing technology have allowed deep learning solutions to scale up to address 

real-world problems. Such successes have encouraged the creation of larger and larger models, trained on 

more and more data. Deep learning programs are computationally hungry, and the costs can be 

staggering (Peng, 2019). For example, the cost of the electricity alone that powered the servers and 

graphical processing units (GPUs) during training of the GPT-3 language model is estimated at $4.6 

million. According to OpenAI, accelerating demand has caused power requirements for training large 

models to skyrocket 300,000-fold in 2018, and they are currently doubling every 3½ months.  

In the mid-1960s, Gordon Moore of Intel projected that the number of transistors on a computer chip 

would double every 18 months for the foreseeable future, which meant each new generation of chips could 

deliver twice the processing power for the same price. This projection, which came to be known as Moore’s 

law, has held true ever since and is a major reason the cost of computing has declined significantly in 

recent decades. But transistors have now become so small they are close to the size of atoms, which means 

we are approaching the point where Moore’s law will no longer hold true. The computing community is 

working on alternative, algorithmic approaches to make computation more efficient. In the meantime, 

training deep neural networks will remain a costly process.  

Interpretation  

While decisions made by traditional, rule-based software can be traced through the code, it’s often hard 

to know how today’s AI systems return their results. They provide only a black-box, input-output 

functionality. As a result, users cannot learn from the systems, and it’s hard to detect abnormal behavior 

that could pose security or safety risks. This means that rare and unexpected inputs could potentially lead 

to failures with catastrophic consequences.   

Researchers are working to make AI models more transparent by incorporating explanation as a central 

design goal rather than an afterthought. Approaches for providing greater interpretability include 

highlighting regions of the input that maximally contribute to output; building additional models that can 

explain results using natural language; building models that are inherently more interpretable and 

visualizable; and developing external algorithms that can probe a model’s underlying mechanism.  
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Reasoning 

The “learning” aspects of deep learning systems primarily involve pattern recognition. A system than can 

translate from English to French has no idea what is being said, and an object classification system that can 

recognize an image of a beach does so by solely by comparing the pixels of the image to pixels 

previously labeled by humans as representing a beach—the system has no understanding of what a beach 

is.  

Machine learning systems can go well beyond human capabilities in identifying and recognizing patterns in 

data. But they cannot do the kind of thinking people do easily: infer symbols, abstractions, and functional 

connections. For machines to navigate the real world, they will need to move beyond pattern recognition 

and toward representing and understanding objects and how they relate to one another.  

The AI community is working to increase the ability of AI systems to reason—giving machines the power to 

connect facts, observations, and learned concepts. One promising direction for machine reasoning involves 

using the mathematical language of logic and finite-state machines to represent concepts and relationships. 

One system employing this approach learns the rules of the road by observing drivers (Araki et al., 2020).  

AI OPPORTUNITIES AROUND THE CORNER 

To deal with the current limitations of AI systems, the research community is pushing the AI frontier forward 

in one of the following areas. 

Reducing computational load 

One way to address the computational load of machine learning is to use more efficient models and 

training data. Promising possibilities for doing this include using a special type of algorithm called “the 

Transformer” and pruning training data and models.  

Transformers. The Transformer is a deep learning approach introduced in 2017 that is primarily 

used for tasks such as translation and text summarization (Vaswani et al., 2017). Transformers 

predict what words should come next in a sequence, but they do so without requiring that 

language data be processed in the order in which it appears in the text. Instead, the processing is 

done in parallel. This allows the model to consider the relationships between words regardless of 

how far apart they are and to determine which words and phrases are most important. If the input 

is a natural language sentence, for example, the Transformer does not need to process the first 

words before the last ones, and that reduces training time.  

Parallelization makes Transformers much more computationally efficient. The GPT-3 Transformer, 

introduced in the summer of 2020, was trained on roughly 500 billion words and consists of 175 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_machine_translation
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billion parameters. GPT-3 is fueling a revolution in the field of chatbots, allowing, for example, 

the insurance startup Lemonade to process routine claims wholly automatically.  

Pruning training data and models. Modern deep learning networks with millions of parameters 

require large amounts of memory and processing power. To increase the efficiency of deep 

learning systems, AI researchers are developing ways to reduce the amount of training data 

required and the size of the networks. 

One technique is to curate training sets to capture salient features. One method called few-shot 

learning uses a very small amount of data. For example, the MNIST database is a large data set 

of handwritten digits. By carefully engineering and optimizing a sample set for each digit image, 

researchers have trained the system to recognize digits using only 10 data points of comparison. 

This system achieves the same accuracy as one trained with the entire MNIST data set of 60,000 

examples.  

The size of neural networks can be reduced using pruning algorithms that remove redundant 

parameters. Pruning redundant filters can generate network architectures with 80 percent to 90 

percent fewer parameters while retaining the same accuracy as the original network (Liebenwein, 

2019). 

New models for interpretability, robustness, and reasoning 

A central goal of artificial intelligence research is to design algorithms that represent the world coherently 

while simultaneously reflecting an understanding of its dynamics. Surprisingly, animals as small as the 

nematode (which is only a few millimeters long) can do this thanks to their near-optimal nervous system 

structure and harmonious neural information-processing mechanisms, which enable locomotion, motor 

control, and navigation capabilities.  

A large body of active research focuses on designing methodologies to explain how a large neural 

network arrives at its output/decision and alleviate some of the limitations of machine learning to function 

in the real world. For example, neural circuit policies (NCPs) are intended to improve our understanding of 

how neural information processing systems work in continuous-time environments. NCPs are a new AI 

approach inspired by nature that involves giving each artificial neuron increased computational 

capabilities relative to what’s provided in contemporary deep learning models (Lechner, 2020)—replacing 

the simple thresholding function in today’s models with a differential equation. The result is a significantly 

smaller network that is more interpretable. This approach has been applied to keep autonomous vehicles in 

their lanes using small networks of neural models inspired by the brain that comprise just 19 neurons. These 

NCPs have outperformed state-of-the-art deep learning models with more than 100,000 nodes.  
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Other new models for machine learning address the lack of robustness demonstrated in Figure 1 by 

measuring how certain pixels in training images can influence the system’s predictions (Madry et al., 2017). 

The models can be tweaked to focus on pixel clusters closely correlated with identifiable features—such as 

detecting an animal’s paws, ears, and tail, yielding models capable of symbolic reasoning with increased 

robustness. Significant efforts are also directed at understanding the origins of common sense in humans 

and how this understanding can be captured in machines and mapped into more extensive algorithms for 

causal inference and symbolic reasoning (Lake et al., 2017; Mao et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2020). 

Reducing problems with data availability 

Two important ways to reduce the need for manually labeled data are unsupervised learning and 

reinforcement learning. In addition, federated learning can enable the use of private data in training 

models. 

Unsupervised learning. Most AI applications today use supervised learning. The term “supervised” 

means humans must manually label the data used to train the network. This is a labor-intensive task 

often performed through services such as Amazon Mechanical Turk or companies such as iMerit. In 

contrast, unsupervised learning (also called self-supervised learning) does not need labeled data. 

Instead, the algorithms cluster data and discover natural groupings. If the data is an unlabeled mix 

of images of animals and cars, for example, an unsupervised system can determine common 

features and group the cars and animals into separate categories. So far, this approach has been 

used effectively in natural-language applications and robotics.  

Reinforcement learning. Reinforcement learning (RL) allows robots to learn complex behaviors 

through interaction with the world. If successful, this approach could enable deployment of systems 

that operate much more autonomously. In RL, the robot explores options for performing a given 

task, determines its success according to a specific reward metric, and learns from experience.  

To date, applying reinforcement learning has proven challenging due to the complexity of real-

world environments; the number of options robots can pursue is huge. Researchers are therefore 

seeking to develop simpler representations of the environment and create methods that will allow 

robots to explore options more efficiently. If these advances are achieved, RL could power robotic 

systems that truly operate on their own.  

Federated learning. Most real-world deployments of AI involve the use of valuable and sensitive 

data. Ensuring the data stays private is a big challenge. Today, a deep learning model is typically 

trained on a large data corpus stored in a single repository. If the training data includes medical 

records, personal photos, correspondence, records of user behavior, or other confidential 
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information, having the data aggregated in one place creates the risk that a single breach could 

expose sensitive information. 

To address this concern, federated learning leaves the data distributed across devices and servers 

close to where the data originated, instead of bringing all the data to a single place.  Versions of 

the model get sent to each device that has training data, and they are trained locally on each 

subset of data. The resulting model parameters, but not the data itself, are then sent back to the 

cloud. The “minimodels” are all aggregated to create a unified model that works just as though it 

had been trained on a single data set. 

Artificial general intelligence 

An obvious longer-term question is: How soon will these and other approaches overcome the limitations and 

challenges seen at today’s AI frontier? When, for example, will we have human-level artificial intelligence 

(also known as artificial general intelligence)? One review of predictions made about AI since the field 

began showed that the average prediction by both experts and nonexperts for when human-level general 

AI would be available has been about 20 years in the future (Armstrong and Sotola, 2015). In other 

words, human-level AI has seemed 20 years away for the last 60 years. While it’s theoretically possible 

that this time the prediction could be right, we believe that is very unlikely. Barring some kind of major 

societal disaster, we believe it’s very likely that human-level AI will be achieved someday, but that day is 

probably still many decades in the future. 

 

How Will Work Change with AI? 

Even if human-level general AI is still far in the future, AI is likely to have great economic importance in the 

meantime because it will steadily increase the number of tasks that computers can do faster, more cheaply, 

or better than people. The question is, how can we predict what these tasks will be?  

WHAT TASKS WILL COMPUTERS DO?  

One simple way of predicting what tasks computers will do in the future is to take note of what today’s 

computers are often better at doing than people now: routine data processing (e.g., summing up a retail 

store’s transactions) and predictable physical work (e.g., assembly line production). 

Figure 2 shows another simple framework, this one designed to predict where machine learning can be 

useful. Since most recent advances in AI are based on various forms of machine learning, this framework 

applies to many kinds of current AI. 
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Figure 2: Framework for Predicting where Machine Learning will be useful  

 

Source: Thomas Malone in MIT Sloan and CSAIL 2019, Module 2 

As this figure shows, two important factors are usually needed for today’s machine learning algorithms to 

be useful. First, as noted earlier, these algorithms usually require large amounts of data, often hundreds, 
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thousands, or millions of examples. When such data is available—such as from recordings of previous 

conversations with customers or from sensor logs of previous machine operations—machine learning can be 

very useful. For instance, the success of Google Translate was enabled by the availability of vast amounts 

of textual data in many languages on the web. 

Second, machine learning only works if there is an actual pattern to be recognized. For example, machines 

can often make credit-risk assessments as well as people can when using information such as a borrower’s 

current assets, income, and debt. More interestingly, machine learning programs can sometimes be trained 

to recognize patterns in pools of data that are far larger than humans would ever be able to analyze. For 

instance, online retailers such as Amazon use AI techniques to detect subtle patterns in vast amounts of data 

related to which kinds of customers buy which kinds of products (Hardesty, 2019). Still, no amount of 

machine learning is likely to be able to predict the exact path an individual shopper will take through a 

shopping mall.  

Difficulties in predicting when machines can perform better than people 

In general, it’s very hard to specify in any simple, precise way what machines will or won’t be able to do. 

The above guidelines simply provide ways to make rough judgments about what specific tasks can be 

done by today’s AI; many subtle details can also affect whether today’s AI is actually appropriate for a 

given task.  

Unfortunately, even though it’s easy to assert a tautology such as “computers can do tasks that are 

precisely specifiable in ways computers can execute,” it’s very difficult to provide general rules for what is 

and isn’t precisely specifiable in this way. And it’s even harder to predict the effects of future progress in 

AI (Darwiche, 2018).  

Many people, for instance, make statements such as “computers will never be really creative” or 

“computers will never be able to understand human emotions,” but we don’t know of any such categorical 

statements that we believe are accurate. In the distant future, computers may be able to do all these things 

as well as people do. And in the meantime, computers will be able to do more and more types of things 

every year. For example, computers have already been used to generate strikingly artistic images 

(Gayford, 2016), including a painting that sold at auction for more than $400,000 (Vincent, 2018). They 

have also proved able to read human emotions in certain situations (Picard, 1997).  

One useful way of understanding the difficulty in predicting what machines will be able to do in the future 

is to recognize a key difference between classical AI and modern machine learning (Darwiche, 2018; 

Marcus and Davis, 2020b). Classical AI (especially common in the 1950s to 1980s) uses an approach that 

can be described as “represent and reason.” This approach explicitly represents the knowledge needed 
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(e.g., “birds lay eggs” and “chickens are birds”) and then reasons logically using this knowledge (e.g., 

concluding that “chickens lay eggs”).    

Machine learning, on the other hand, uses a “function fitting” approach. It tries to find the parameters for 

complex mathematical functions that allow the system to predict the input-output relationships observed in 

the training data. For example, a machine learning model with millions of parameters might be able to 

predict which configurations of pixels in an image correspond to pictures of cats and which correspond to 

pictures of dogs.  

The problem is that even though both of these approaches can do useful things, neither can yet “think” in 

the ways humans do. The classical approach is closer to how humans think consciously, but it has not yet 

been successful at replicating many kinds of real-world human cognitive activities. The machine learning 

approach may be closer to unconscious human mental processes (such as visual perception), but it has 

difficulties related to interpretability and reasoning, as described earlier in this report.  

One promising direction is to combine the classical and more recent approaches (e.g., Lake et al., 2017; 

Mao et al., 2019), but no one knows the exact limitations of either approach separately or what might be 

possible when the two are combined. 

Frontier capabilities 

Even though it’s hard to predict precisely what tasks computers will be able to do, it is still possible to 

outline some promising possibilities. In the foreseeable future, for example, we see important opportunities 

for AI in tasks such as the following: 

– Sensing. Today’s AI systems are already good at analyzing many kinds of images, sounds, motions, 

and other inputs. For example, AI systems are now sometimes better than human physicians at 

interpreting X-rays and similar medical images (Rajpurkar et al., 2018). Amazon Go stores allow 

people to pay for their purchases without ever standing in a checkout line, because cameras and 

sensors track what items they take and charge them when they leave (Palmer, 2020). Airbus is 

using various kinds of maintenance records, motion sensor logs, and other data to predict when 

preventive maintenance is needed on their aircraft (Matthew Evans in MIT Sloan and CSAIL, 2019, 

Module 1). We believe these examples just hint at the many innovative ways AI can be used to 

sense the world. 

– Deciding. For decisions where the inputs and the desired outcomes can all be codified precisely, 

and where substantial data about relevant past cases is available, machines can usually make 

decisions at least as well as and often better than people (Kahnemann, 2011, chapter 21). For 

instance, many credit risk decisions are now done by machines (Andrew Lo in MIT Sloan and CSAIL, 
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2019, Module 5), and as large databases of medical cases becomes available, many kinds of 

automated medical diagnoses are likely to become feasible as well (e.g., Yala et al 2017).  

– Creating. Many kinds of creation involve patterns that machines can learn. For instance, machines 

have successfully generated news articles about Little League baseball games from simple 

statistics about the game (Wright, 2015), and it seems likely that they will soon be able to 

generate customized versions of many legal contracts, sales proposals, and other documents. The 

GPT-3 system, for example, can flexibly generate remarkably human-like text. Even though it 

doesn’t really “understand” anything it generates, it may substantially enhance other kinds of text-

generation software (Brown et al., 2020, Marcus and Davis, 2020a; Bussler, 2020). And, in the 

physical world, machines are beginning to be useful in generating detailed, innovative designs for 

objects such as heat exchangers (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2017, 111).  

For tasks like these, machines are likely to perform work currently done by people. But for the foreseeable 

future, human work is likely to become even more valuable in tasks that humans usually do better than 

machines (McKinsey, 2017 and Malone, 2018, 273-281), including those that require  

• social skills (such as providing emotional support to patients diagnosed with cancer),  

• unpredictable physical skills (such as repairing plumbing in the complex environment under a kitchen 

sink),  

• common sense (such as knowing that someone calling from out of town is not likely to want a local 

restaurant reservation in five minutes), or  

• the general intelligence needed to deal with new, non-routine situations (such as what to do when 

you see flames from a forest fire across the freeway ahead of you). 

NOT PEOPLE OR COMPUTERS, BUT PEOPLE AND COMPUTERS 

As these examples illustrate, reframing the question of AI and the future of work around activities suggests 

that a useful strategy is to begin with tasks that comprise a job and imagine the computers doing the ones 

they can do best and people doing the ones they can do best. Taking such an approach means thinking 

less about people OR computers and more about people AND computers.  

Adopting this perspective shifts the emphasis from what intelligent computers can do to what intelligent 

human-computer groups can do. Another term for these human-computer groups is superminds, which 

Malone (2018) defines as “groups of individuals acting together in ways that seem intelligent.” Such 

combinations of many individual minds—often including both people and computers—can do things that 

couldn’t be done by people alone or computers alone. In other words, a supermind—like a superorganism 

such as a beehive, ant colony, or coral reef—can do many things that its individual members can’t.   
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By focusing on human-computer groups—superminds—we can move away from thinking of AI as a tool for 

replacing humans by automating tasks, to thinking of AI as a tool for augmenting humans by collaborating 

with them more effectively. As we’ve just seen, AI systems are better than humans at some tasks such as 

crunching numbers, finding patterns, and remembering information. Humans are better than AI systems at 

tasks that require general intelligence—including non-routine reasoning and defining abstractions—and 

interpersonal and physical skills that machines haven’t yet mastered. By working together, AI systems and 

humans can augment and complement each other’s skills.  

The possibilities here go far beyond what most people usually think of when they hear a phrase like 

“putting humans in the loop.” Instead of AI technologies just being tools to augment individual humans, we 

believe that many of their most important uses will occur in the context of groups of humans. As the Internet 

has already demonstrated, another very important use of information technology—in addition to AI—will 

be providing hyperconnectivity: connecting people to other people, and often to computers, at much larger 

scales and in rich new ways that were never possible before (Malone, 2018, 3).  

Hyperconnectivity already enables people to communicate across the entire world, practically for free, 

and has transformed how we work and live. It has also had downsides, such as the spread of 

misinformation and extremist beliefs on social media. Some researchers are now seeking to combat the 

problems caused by hyperconnectivity using hyperconnectivity (Pennycook and Rand, 2019).  

In hyperconnected groups, artificially intelligent computers will sometimes be tools or assistants to individual 

humans, but they will also sometimes act as peers or managers for humans. More interestingly, computers 

will increasingly work with humans—buying and selling in markets or interacting in other ways. These 

arrangements will enable computers to use their specialized intelligence to do what they do best while 

people use their general intelligence and other skills to do what they do best. Together, these human-

computer groups or superminds will be able to do things that were never possible before. That’s why we 

need to move from thinking about putting humans in the loop to putting computers in the group (Malone, 

2018, 50-57, 75). 

DESIGNING ORGANIZATIONS USING A SUPERMIND PERSPECTIVE 

In implementing AI and other information technology tools today, many organizations simply look for ways 

that technology can substitute for human labor while continuing to do the same activities they did in the 

past. Examples include automated menus in telephone customer-service systems and self-service check-out 

kiosks in stores.  

The economists Daron Acemoglu and Pascual Restrepo call these kinds of systems “so-so technologies” 

(Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2019). They don’t increase productivity much—in many instances, they just take 
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part of the work formerly done by employees and pass it off to customers—and they also often lead to 

reductions in quality. Thus, focusing on AI primarily as a means of cost-cutting is not a panacea. 

Better outcomes can often be achieved by focusing on creative new ways to configure groups of people 

and computers to accomplish valuable tasks (Guszcza and Schwartz, 2020). We believe there is 

substantial opportunity—both in research and in practice—for shifting focus in this way from designing 

computers that replace people to designing human-computer groups that are better than anything we ever 

had before. 

For example, MIT’s Center for Collective Intelligence is developing a new approach called supermind 

design that includes systematic techniques for triggering creative insights about how to configure human-

computer groups (Malone, 2018; MIT CCI, 2020). In one case, this approach helped a large 

pharmaceutical company design a novel system for detecting and treating adult depression in Japan using 

AI, social media, and human facilitators (Ammarito et al., 2019; Laubacher et al., 2020). 

A VISION FOR AN AI-ENABLED FUTURE 

AI systems are already partnering with humans in industrial and domestic settings. They work side by side 

with people in factories and operating rooms. Businesses use AI to understand what customers are saying 

on social media in near-real time, and systems automatically alert companies about impending supply 

chain bottlenecks. The credit division of Ford has been testing new software that uses machine learning to 

help underwriters better assess the loan applications they receive, and the developers of this system 

believe it will make a big difference for people without credit histories who today struggle to get loans. 

Speech recognition systems are approaching the accuracy of human transcribers and are making 

instantaneous translations possible. These advances promise to greatly improve our ability to give clear 

instructions to people and machines and to communicate easily with those who speak other languages.  

Positive impacts can also be expected for manufacturing. AI support for new design and simulation tools 

can speed the validation of new product designs. Sensors on manufacturing lines can feed data into real-

time systems that can adjust the machines to minimize defects. Robots can manage dangerous work and 

help workers avoid safety risks. Computational and AI support for fabrication will enable customization. 

The potential changes are much bigger than marginal improvements. In the future, we may be working with 

entirely new molecules and materials. Businesses such as Cambridge-based Kebotix are already using AI 

and robotics to explore, discover, and produce new materials that can help address such massive 

challenges as climate change and water pollution (Kebotix, 2018). Given this potential, McKinsey estimates 

that the United States could boost annual manufacturing-value-added by up to $530 billion over current 

trends by 2025—and add up to 2.4 million jobs (Ramaswamy et al., 2017).  
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In a few years, AI will touch even more areas of our lives. Though there has been turbulence along the 

way, the natural evolution of human society over the centuries has generally been to develop and adopt 

tools that have made life better. AI is another new tool, and our goal should be to give people ways to 

use this new tool effectively. But for AI to reach its full potential, we’ll need to think hard about what 

actions can ensure that the benefits it provides are broadly distributed.  

 

Policy Implications 

In the half decade after 2010, a series of influential academic books and articles noted that information 

technology—artificial intelligence in particular—could supplant large numbers of human workers in the 

coming decades (Brynjolfsson and McAfee, 2011 and 2014; Frey and Osborne, 2013; Ford, 2013 and 

2015; for a review, see Wolters, 2020). These studies generated a plethora of articles by journalists on 

this theme. The studies and articles emphasized the potential for AI to substitute for human cognitive effort, 

just as machines substituted for physical labor during the First Industrial Revolution.  

Many of the early 2010s predictions presented the risk posed to the workforce by AI as unprecedented, 

but technology causing job losses is an old story. In 1800, 90 percent of Americans worked in agriculture. 

By 1900, thanks to such innovations as the mechanized reaper and steam-driven tractor, that number had 

dropped to 40 percent. With further advances in the 20th century, the share of the American workforce 

employed in agriculture had fallen to less than 2 percent by 2000 (Acemoglu, 2009, chapter 20). The 

reduction in the agricultural workforce was followed by a rapid increase in employment in manufacturing 

and services. And, ever since manufacturing employment peaked around 1970, the United States has seen 

continued growth in service jobs.  

Vast increases in productivity, enabled by technology, made these shifts in sectoral employment possible. 

During the second half of the 20th century, output per agricultural worker grew nearly fifteen-fold (Fuglie 

et al., 2007). Productivity growth of this kind, made possible by technology, is what allows us to enjoy a 

standard of living today more than twenty times greater than that of our preindustrial ancestors (Morris, 

2010).  

It’s worth noting, however, that it took several generations before working people experienced real wage 

growth during the Industrial Revolution in Britain (Feinstein, 1998). The shift from agriculture to industry 

generated wrenching social and cultural dislocation. Technological change provides long-term benefits, but 

the transitions can be rocky.  

One reason the impact of technology on jobs creates alarm is that it’s easy to see existing jobs being 

eliminated, but it’s far more difficult to imagine the new ones that will be created. It would have been 
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nearly impossible for a person in 1970 to imagine some of the jobs listed by the U.S. Bureau of Labor 

Statistics as being as among today’s fastest-growing occupations: wind turbine service technician, 

information security analyst, and genetic counselor (U.S. BLS, 2019). Even two decades ago, when the dot-

com boom was under way, few foresaw the emergence of social media, smart devices, and cloud 

computing—or the millions of jobs that have been created in connection with those new technologies.  

One reason we can expect the number of jobs to continue to grow is that humans have proven remarkably 

consistent in their craving for new goods and services. This principle—the insatiability of human demand 

(Autor, 2017)—has driven the creation of new kinds of jobs to meet emerging wants. The iconoclastic 

American economist Thorstein Veblen captured this idea in his quip: “Invention is the mother of necessity” 

(Veblen, 1914).  

Unless there is a sharp break with the past, it’s reasonable to assume that while some jobs will be 

eliminated in the future by AI, new jobs will also be created. In recent years, most of the job growth in 

advanced economies has been at either the high- or the low-skilled ends of the spectrum (Autor et al., 

2006), hollowing out the middle class. A key question for the future will be: where on the spectrum of low-

medium-high skill will newly created jobs fall? 

There has also been a growing move to focus not on jobs, but on the tasks or activities that comprise jobs. 

Employing that perspective leads to the insight that many jobs will be transformed as technology takes 

over tasks formerly performed by people, and people assume responsibility for new activities in the time 

that has been freed up (Levy et al., 2003; Autor, 2013).  

Thus, the coming years and decades will likely see AI eliminating some jobs, creating many new ones, and 

transforming others. McKinsey & Company projects advances in technology over the next decade will 

require 14 percent of workers globally to change occupations or significantly change how they do their 

jobs (Manyika et al., 2017). One of the biggest policy challenges presented by AI will be to smooth the 

transition for people whose jobs are significantly impacted.  

Many of the policy issues associated with AI also arise from other kinds of technologies and are discussed 

in other reports in this series. Here we therefore focus on issues most closely linked to AI.  

WHAT CAN DIFFERENT PARTS OF SOCIETY DO? 

A broad range of institutions can help workers whose lives are disrupted by AI. These include K-12 schools, 

colleges, and universities; businesses; worker organizations; community-based organizations; and 

government. Each case is outlined below. 
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K-12 schools, colleges, and universities 

In the early 20th century, mechanization was displacing U.S. agricultural workers even as new jobs were 

opening in factories. But the technologies being used in manufacturing required workers with better skills in 

arithmetic, reading, and writing than were needed for farming. In response, states built new high schools 

and began to require children to attend them until age 16. This effort, which came to be known as the High 

School Movement, quickly spread nationwide; by midcentury, the United States had the best-educated 

population in the world (Goldin and Katz, 2008).  

We believe that a comparable, 21st-century push to boost post-secondary education—at both two- and 

four-year institutions—could help workers gain the skills they need to thrive in an AI-enabled world.  

It’s important to realize, however, that what’s needed is not just the cognitive skills that have been the 

traditional focus of schools. As AI systems take over some of the routine cognitive tasks that have 

historically provided employment for high school and college graduates, there is likely to be an increasing 

need for people to use their social skills for tasks that still can’t be done well by computers. For example, 

when banks introduced ATMs, they continued to employ about the same number of the tellers as before. 

But the tellers became more like salespeople who built relationships with customers (Bessen, 2015). In fact, 

research suggests that interpersonal skills are critical to the effective functioning of face-to-face groups, 

and they may be equally important in online groups whose members never meet in person (Wooley et al., 

2010; Engel et al., 2014). 

These findings were reinforced by research done at LinkedIn, which found that 57 percent of senior 

leaders believe soft skills (such as creativity, an ability to work well with others, and adaptability) are 

more important than technical skills. Many companies are looking for people with creativity, persuasion, 

and collaboration skills (Petrone, 2018).  

Schools at all levels can help prepare the workforce of the future for the changes that AI will bring by 

adding programs that not only train students to search for information online and use word processing and 

spreadsheet applications, but also teach them to think computationally. Computational thinking is not just 

about learning to code; it’s also designed to build broad problem-solving skills. For example, students can 

learn to break down complex challenges into manageable parts that could be addressed by an 

“information processing agent,” be it a computer or a person doing calculations (Wing, 2006).  

Workers who want to gain new skills don’t have to be restricted to traditional education. Innovations in 

online education, undertaken by legacy universities, for-profit companies such as Udacity and Coursera, 

and nonprofits like Khan Academy make training more affordable and accessible to workers across many 

different sectors (Sarma and Bonvillian, 2020).  
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One particularly interesting possibility is that online (or in-person) coursework could be combined with 

activities on web-based crowdsourcing platforms to give students a version of real work experience in a 

low-risk way (Malone, 2018, chapter 19). In a traditional organizational setting, low-quality work can be 

a serious problem for the employer. But many crowdsourcing platforms are structured so that participants’ 

contributions are averaged, or the best entries are selected. In this setting, students could submit work and 

see how it stacks up against work by professionals in the field, gaining experience without hurting the 

performance of the overall organization.  

Businesses 

Workers have long obtained job-specific (as opposed to general) skills through training delivered by 

businesses, either in formal programs or informally on the job. For instance, a nationally representative 

survey of nearly 4,000 American workers by MIT’s Paul Osterman found that in the prior year, nearly 60 

percent of respondents had participated in a formal training program offered by their employers and 

nearly 50 percent had received informal training on the job (Osterman, 2020). Many large companies 

today envision undertaking workforce reskilling in the face of AI (Illanes, 2018), and AI tools are even 

being used to help identify reskilling needs for some workers (Weise, 2020).  

Some company-sponsored programs, however, look different than their mid-20th century counterparts. For 

example, Grow with Google is a reskilling program focused not on Google employees, but on increasing 

the technical skills of people in the company’s broad network of partners and customers. By enhancing the 

tech savvy of the entire ecosystem it serves, Google hopes to enable such partners to use company 

offerings in more sophisticated ways.  

Another way that businesses can help is by matching jobs to job seekers. Traditionally, employers advertise 

open positions, prospective employees provide information about their credentials and experience, and 

the employers screen for promising candidates. Now AI has begun to play a role in this process. AI 

algorithms are used to screen candidates and AI-enabled tools like chatbots and automation software can 

streamline interactions between the candidate and the company (Albert, 2019).   

In recent decades, online marketplaces have also emerged with the potential to dramatically improve the 

matching of jobs to job seekers, both for permanent work and short-term assignments (Malone and 

Laubacher, 1998). The kinds of assignments on offer on these platforms vary widely, ranging from 

freelance software development on Upwork, to permanent medical assistant jobs on Monster.com, to giving 

rides via Uber and Lyft or completing small tasks through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. These platforms offer 

the promise of better matching an employer needs with a job seeker’s skills.  
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Worker organizations 

Worker organizations can also help to meet the challenges AI will present. Novel kinds of worker 

associations, modeled on mutual aid societies or even medieval guilds, are seeking to invent new models 

(sometimes also called guilds) (Laubacher and Malone, 2003). One example is Freelancers Union, a New 

York City–based nonprofit that provides insurance plans and represents the political interests of 

independent workers. Modern guilds can step in to provide many of the features linked to traditional 

employment: access to health insurance and pension plans, pathways for career development, social 

connections, a sense of professional identity, and even a form of unemployment insurance.  

For instance, members might pay a percentage of their income to the guild in good times in return for a 

guaranteed minimum income in bad times. This system would give guilds a natural incentive to provide 

training and job placement services to members to prevent them from being unemployed. One recently 

launched startup, Trupo, offers such income-smoothing insurance for freelancers.  

A natural way new kinds of guilds could form is for people who work in the same occupation to band 

together, the way they did in medieval guilds and in the labor unions of the early industrial era. People 

might also join guilds based on common educational or work experience—alumni of the same school or the 

same large company. Or, they might join together based on a common geographic or ethnic background. 

For example, immigrants from Taiwan and South Asia have formed strong informal ties that have helped 

propel their shared professional interests in the Silicon Valley region of California (Saxenian, 2007).  

Guilds may be particularly suited to fields where new technologies are creating fluid work arrangements, 

such as those prevalent in today’s tech sector. And they may be an attractive option for workers who 

possess in-demand skills and power in the labor market.  

Many lesser skilled workers are also already being affected by AI: for example, piece workers who 

perform micro tasks such as content moderation though crowdworking platforms. These workers provide the 

“last mile” of many AI-driven systems, the human touch that steps in when AI algorithms fall short (Gray 

and Suri, 2017). But these workers are typically poorly paid and thus have little market power. If they are 

mistreated, a caste of “ghost workers” could arise, toiling away in “digital sweatshops” (Zittrain, 2009) 

behind the shiny veneer of AI.  

For those with lower skills and less power, labor unions, which band workers together to negotiate with 

employers collectively, still have a role to play. Their power has waned in the face of decades of 

globalization, mobile capital, and the embrace of market-oriented policies by national governments. To 

protect “ghost workers,” policies could be adjusted to make organizing easier, and labor standards in 

place for traditional employment can also be applied to virtual work.  
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For example, on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk program, which is used by many social science researchers, 

payment rates are typically pegged informally to the minimum wage (though this is not required). An 

increase in the minimum wage could make online experiments more expensive but would help the piece 

workers whose labor ensures that AI systems work.  

Community-based organizations 

Organizations embedded in local communities will be needed to provide opportunities for workers 

displaced by AI. People who have lost their jobs, or have seen their jobs transformed, are in a vulnerable 

position. Organizations with deep roots in areas where displaced workers live will be in the best position 

to reach them effectively.   

Bit Source, a small business based in Eastern Kentucky, provides an example of how an organization with 

strong community ties can reach workers rooted in a particular locale. It was launched in 2014 by Rusty 

Justice and Lynn Parrish, who formerly worked in the coal industry. The company’s mission was to teach 

former coal miners to code computers and to apply their newly gained skills to providing technology 

services for clients.  

In 2015, a cohort of ten prospective coders earned $15 an hour to participate in a twenty-two-week 

training program. After the training ended, Bit Source began paying its employees locally competitive 

salaries, working toward what they had been making before in the mines (Smiley, 2015).  

A key insight behind the launch of Bit Source was its founders’ recognition that miners, from their 

experience working in coal, had a technical orientation and problem-solving skills that could readily be 

applied to software development. As Justice put it, “a coal miner is just a tech worker that gets dirty” 

(Grow with Google, 2019). Nevertheless, miners needed to learn domain-specific skills to make the 

transition.  

Bit Source was embraced by the Appalachian community. But its journey has not followed a straight line. 

Teaching the miners to code went quickly but gaining credibility in the tech services marketplace has taken 

longer. Bit Source was designed to help workers displaced by clean energy technology, but its experience 

offers lessons that will apply to other community-based programs designed to help workers displaced by 

AI. 

Government  

An important traditional role of government has been to support the development of basic skills as a public 

good. In the U.S. government, there is a growing awareness that reskilling initiatives are needed to 

address the challenges AI will present. For instance, both the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and 

Technology and the National Science Foundation have recently supported such programs (Reardon, 2019). 
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Last year, NSF launched a program to identity creative new ways to upskill/reskill workers (NSF 2019). 

And PCAST featured skill development prominently in its recent report on the industries of the future 

(PCAST 2020). As Osterman (2020) emphasizes, there is an important need for the government to fund 

worker reskilling programs. 

In some instances, the government has even created jobs directly, usually in response to economic 

downturns. In the United States, the best-known example is the Works Progress Administration (WPA), a 

government agency founded during Franklin Roosevelt’s presidency with the mission of giving work to the 

unemployed (Hopkins 1937). In the face of the economic slowdown caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, a 

“Digital WPA” (Malone, 2020) could provide work for people who have lost their jobs and give those who 

lack technical skills a chance to develop them. In similar manner, government-provided jobs could help 

workers displaced by AI to pay their bills and to reskill.  

Government has also traditionally played a role in helping people whose employment is in transition, 

whether as a result of technical change or other reasons, primarily through unemployment insurance. In 

response to the challenges expected to come with AI, many observers have called for a universal basic 

income (UBI) as a way to provide a financial foundation for workers facing a potentially turbulent future 

(see, for example, Yang, 2018). UBI has been embraced by some, especially in Silicon Valley, but 

criticized by others who cite the expense of providing such income and who argue it could rob people of 

the sense of identity and meaning they now find in work.  

Another area in which government can support the workforce transition to AI centers on legal and 

regulatory frameworks. Internet technology has already brought to the fore many issues related to 

employment practices. Notably, the rise of the gig economy has blurred even further the already hazy line 

between people who work as formal employees and those who are independent contractors. Since AI can 

create new, distributed forms of work that combine people and machines in increasingly novel ways, 

governments may need to step in to create new rules.  

Government may also need to assume a larger role in confronting the societal implications of AI. For 

example, unrecognized biases embedded in the underlying data or algorithms may exacerbate 

discriminatory practices that already exist due to broadly shared and unexamined social attitudes.  

While government can certainly play a key role in addressing such issues, they are properly the concern of 

other key stakeholders as well: educators, business executives, and officials at worker associations, 

nonprofits, and community-based organizations.  
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Conclusion 

Artificial intelligence already pervades many parts of our daily lives—providing services ranging from 

instant credit card authorizations to effortless speech-to-text transcriptions—and the ways in which AI 

might improve our lives in the future are almost limitless. However, ensuring that the benefits of the changes 

wrought by AI are distributed widely across the workforce and across the globe will require a concerted 

effort to help people whose jobs are eliminated—by facilitating the creation of new jobs, matching jobs to 

job seekers, and providing education, training, and sometimes financial support to people as they 

transition from old jobs to new ones. 

In the long term, AI-enabled human-computer superminds will facilitate new forms of societal endeavor in 

business, science, and art that are as different from what we know today as today’s computers are from 

the adding machines of half a century ago. We have not attempted in this report to identify all the issues 

that will face us when that time comes, but guiding this ongoing process well will require all the collective 

wisdom our species can muster. 
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